Kerala Government will use only the term transgender; No more ‘other gender’ or ‘third gender’

The Kerala Government has officially declared that all government communication will from now on will use only the term transgender rather than ‘other gender’ or ‘third gender.’ The order states that transgenders should not be addressed as ‘third gender’ or ‘other gender’ or ‘people with different sexual orientation’. The order also claims that the term transgender will be used until a better equivalent word is found.

Report on State of the World’s Fathers

Promundo’s 3rd report titled "State of the World’s Fathers" was released at the recently concluded Women Deliver conference. The report brings forth new research on men’s caregiving from 11 countries with additional cross-country analysis data from more than 30 countries. The report calls for governments and policymakers to set national goals to achieve equality in care work.

The Gender Issue with Artificial Intelligence

In this write up, Pascale Fung, Professor of Electronic and Computer Engineering, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology questions why Artificial Intelligence (AI) has a gender issue since all virtual assistants/conversation companions are female, while physical robots, rescue robots are distinctly male.

Listen In

In this podcast titled, "Take as Directed", Senior Associate at the Center for Strategic and International Studies, Janet Fleischman speaks to Geeta Rao Gupta, Executive Director of the 3D Program for Girls and Women, former president of the International Center for Research on Women (ICRW), and former Deputy Executive Director of UNICEF, to discuss the impact of gender norms and inequalities on health. Listen in!